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What’s on(line) PDS

Red light, green light

The PDS is busy planning for
2022!

Stay up to date on our website

Next PDS Meeting

December 16th 1pm, Zoom link
to come

Get involved with the PDS!

Many thanks to Dr Tomoko

Aoyama for running the PDS

Coffee Mornings and Lockdown

Lattes. All the best on your new

adventure, you will be missed!

Publication Grants

This year’s publication grants

have all been awarded. If you

missed out this year, the PDS

will be offering more grants in

2022!

PDS vs PGSA: Annual (virtual) trivia challenge
Who has the biggest brains?! The annual PDS vs PGSA

trivia challenge went virtual this year. The PDS managed

to stay just ahead of the PGSA and retain the cup! Well

done, post docs! The overall winner was Brittney

Bonner. PGSA first place winner was Denver Britto and

second place went to Rui Wang. On the PDS side, Brya

Matthews won first place and Sandy Lau won second

place. Congrats to all the winners!

Article writing: the art of (scientific) storytelling
Our last workshop of the year promises to be a good one. With over 100

publications in various forms – scientific articles, books, theses, films – Dr

Tanisha Jowsey brings a wealth of experience and expertise to the

researcher’s world of publishing. She has learned a great many things

about what to do, what to avoid, and how to get stuff done. In this seminar

Tanisha will share four stories about writing and publishing scientific

articles. Tuesday 7th Dec, 2021, 2pm. Zoom link here. Meeting ID: 993

7143 6475, Passcode: 049783.

Image analysis workshop online

If you missed the BIRU image analysis workshop, no worries, it is available

online. In this webinar, Jacqui Ross and Richard Yulo demonstrate software

packages that can be used to solve some image analysis problems. Ratish

Kurian introduces the virtual machines that the BIRU have set up. Find the

webinar here. Thanks to Jacqui, Richard and Ratish for their time.

Happiest of holidays from the

PDS. A special thanks to

everyone who volunteered their

time with us this year and our

generous sponsors. Enjoy some

well-deserved time off. Travel

safely and we are looking

forward to seeing you next year

happy, healthy, and hopefully, in

person!
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